Messages advice and information to build propeller

We see that there are messages in tabs "Alerts", see what's wrong ......

Heliciel diagnostic results at each reconstruction and indicates possible improvements you can make to your parameters to avoid design errors: With a little experience you can quickly find what are the parameters to correct.

Different types of messages and solutions are proposed, according to the defects observed:

One of the defects of construction, more current, is an inappropriate speed rotation. When you have messages involving the speed, first perform a procedure, research optimum speed, before changing the geometry of your propellers. This is, in the vast majority of cases, the reason for errors buildings!!

Here it is the rotational speed, which is unsuitable for the speed of movement. We left the default speed when we define the operating point, it is time to take care of:

We could test the propeller speeds, changing this parameter and rebuilding, until you find a speed with a good yield. But these iterations may be long and tedious, heliciel therefore provides an optimization function for the rotation speed according to the optimum performance:
To find the speed at optimum performance, Hélidel provides a iterative search procedure. A range of rotation speed is tested. The twists of the propeller are recalculated and performance for each speed are displayed in a graph. When the maximum efficiency is obtained propeller is updated at the optimum rotation speed. The optimization in terms of performance gives us the most economical propeller power. It is a starting point for the study of the propeller. the implantation constraints for our propeller sometimes compel, to deviate from the optimum rotation speed... see optimize speed rotation propeller turbine